Fall 2019 VM1 Textbooks

VMED 511 Foundations of Veterinary Medicine--No course materials required
List of required & recommended supplies (exam coat, stethoscope, etc.) will provided the first week of class. Do not purchase these items until after you receive this information.

VMED 550 Veterinary Nutrition--No course materials required

VMED 630 Veterinary Anatomy I
Saunders Comprehensive Veterinary Dictionary (Required) Blood 4th 2012 W. B. Saunders Company 9780702047435
Anatomy of Domestic Animals (Recommended) Pasquini 11th 2007 Sudz Publishing 9780962311420
Digital Guide to the Dissection & Study of the Domestic Dog (Required)* Kammermann 2015 Kammermann
Digital Guide to the Dissection & Study of the Domestic Cat (Required)* Kammermann 2015 Kammermann
*(2GB USB) You will be contacted when this is available.
See also "List of Required Items" sheet

VMED 645 Animal Physiology I
Cunningham's Textbook of Veterinary Physiology (Recommended) Klein 6th 2019 W. B. Saunders Company 9780323552271
Cellular Physiology and Neurophysiology (Recommended) Blaustein 3rd 2019 Mosby, Incorporated 9780323596190
Endocrine and Reproductive Physiology (Recommended) White 5th 2018 Mosby, Incorporated 9780323595735
Pathways to Pregnancy & Parturition (Recommended) Senger 3rd 2012 Current Conceptions, Incorporated 9780965764834

VMED 660 Veterinary Histology--No course materials required

VMED 680 Veterinary Immunology
Basic Immunology (w/Bind-In Access Code) (Required) Abbas 6th 2019 W. B. Saunders Company 9780323549431
Veterinary Immunology (Recommended) Tizard 10th 2017 W. B. Saunders Company 9780323523493

ELECTIVES
VMED 501 Veterinary Medical Terminology
Illustrated Guide to Veterinary Medical Terminology (Recommended) Romich 4th 2015 Cengage Learning 9781133125761

VMED 596-001 Classification & Characteristics of Domestic Animal Breeds--No course materials required

VMED 596-002 Biosecurity and Disease Transmission--No course materials listed, contact instructor for confirmation

ISU BMS 403 Behavior of Domestic Animals--No course materials listed, contact instructor for confirmation

ISU VDPAM 402 Advanced Dairy Production Informatics--No course materials listed, contact instructor for confirmation

ISU VDPAM 409 Veterinary Practice Management & Organization--No course materials listed, contact instructor for confirmation

ISU VDPAM 436A Beef Records Analysis: Introduction--No course materials listed, contact instructor for confirmation

Data collected from MyRED/University Bookstore and ISU Schedule of Classes website. E-Books may be available. See MyRED and ISU for more information.

06/20/2019
List of Required Items
Anatomy I Lab (VMED 630-151)
Fall 2019

Books:


Dissection and Study of the Domestic Cat” and “Picture Guide to the Dissection and
Study of the Domestic Cat Will be available for purchase online. You will be
provided with purchase information later in the summer.

textbook is recommended, not required.

Clothing:

2 or 3 washable smocks, lab coats, scrubs, or coveralls

Rubber-soled shoes or boots capable of being washed off (Rubber boots or old tennis
shoes needed for the Fall semester; rubber boots will be needed for the Spring semester)

Supplies:

#20 and #22 scalpel blades

Nitrile gloves -- several boxes. Nitrile gloves can be found at Walmart, CVS, Walgreens,
etc. Latex gloves are not allowed.

Clipboard -- must be non-transparent

Set of colored pencils

NOTE: Wearing contact lenses during Anatomy lab is not recommended. However,
Dr. Kammermann will not restrict their use by students.